General Information
Contributing Teachers

2021 (2nd Edition) *

*Positions held when working on IASI project.

For *Internationalizing the Academic Standards: Indiana 2021* (2nd edition) and/or 2011 (1st edition), each teacher listed below provided the project with critical guidance and/or authored valuable Suggestions about how to integrate international content into one or more of Indiana’s K-12 academic standards for her or his respective discipline, grade level(s), or content area(s). Some teachers also provided examples and resources. We are most grateful for the enormous time, effort, and creativity that each of them committed to this project. Indiana students—citizens and leaders of the 21st century—are the beneficiaries.

Rachael Aming-Attai
IU School of Education
Bloomington, IN

Ted Baechtold
Eastern Greene HS
Bloomfield, IN

Jill Baising
Hamilton Southeastern HS
Fishers, IN

Paul Binford
Tri-North MS
Bloomington, IN

Keith Bobay
Bloomington HS South
Bloomington, IN

Stephanie Bode
Brownsburg HS
Brownsburg, IN

Bess Bohon Lee
Summit ES
Bloomington, IN

Mary Ann Bolinger
Pendleton Heights HS
Pendleton, IN

Becky Boyle
Batchelor MS
Bloomington, IN

Ann Burke
Bloomington New Tech HS
Bloomington, IN

Now: Academy of Science and Entrepreneurship

Chantal Cagle
Edgewood JHS
Ellettsville, IN

Lynda Cannon
Thomas Jefferson ES
Jeffersonville, IN

Mary D’Eliso
University ES
Bloomington, IN

Jamia Dixon
Signature School
Evansville, IN

Micky Emily
Corydon Central HS
Corydon, IN

Sarah Erb
Aurora Alternative HS
Bloomington, IN

Now: Bloomington Graduation School

Antonia Escobedo
Frankie W. McCullough Academy for Girls
Gary, IN

Dinah Fuller
Eastern Greene MS
Bloomfield, IN

Molly Giddens
Batchelor MS
Bloomington, IN
Attilia Gogel	Signature School	Evansville, IN
Janice Hazelrig	Bloomington HS North	Bloomington, IN
Karen Heffelmire	Highland HS	Anderson, IN
Jon Herb	Brown County HS	Nashville, IN
Nathan Hopf	North Clay MS	Brazil, IN
Andrew Houlik-Ritchey	Jackson Creek MS	Bloomington, IN
Shannon Hughes	Signature HS	Evansville, IN
Larry Hurt	Ben Davis HS	Indianapolis, IN
Hilda Kendrick	Utica ES	Jeffersonville, IN
Philip Knieriemen	Aurora Alternative HS	Bloomington, IN
Karen Kunkler	Lawrence Central HS	Indianapolis, IN
Jeannine Kuropatkin	Rhodes JHS World Studies Academy	Mesa, AZ
Roshan Lamichhane	IU School of Education	Bloomington, IN
Joanne Leavens	Brownsburg East MS	Brownsburg, IN
Tim Lehman	Bethany Christian MS	Goshen, IN
Stacey Lingelbaugh	Brownsburg East MS	Brownsburg, IN
Martha Marmouze	Eastern Greene ES	Bloomfield, IN
Melissa Martin	Geography Educators’ Network of Indiana	Indianapolis, IN
Alex May	Childs ES	Bloomington, IN
Maria McGill	Brownsburg West MS	Brownsburg, IN
Lisa Miller	Utica ES	Jeffersonville, IN
Leah Morgan	Orleans Community Schools	Orleans, IN
Roxana Newman	Indiana University	Bloomington, IN
Rachel Patton	Cascade MS	Clayton, IN
Jacki Porter	Summit ES	Bloomington, IN
Tony Potterff	Columbus East HS	Columbus, IN
Cindy Powers	Childs ES	Bloomington, IN
Kyla Reineke	Brownsburg East MS	Brownsburg, IN
MaryAlice Rickert	Templeton ES	Bloomington, IN
Aaron Ritter	Shawswick MS	Bedford, IN
Claire Roth	Bloomington New Tech HS	Bloomington, IN
Katherine Russo	Now: Academy of Science and Entrepreneurship	Indianapolis, IN
John Searcy	The Project School	Bloomington, IN
Beth Smith	Childs ES	Bloomington, IN
Susan Stewart	Greater Clark County School Corp	Jeffersonville, IN
Jill Swango	Brownsburg East MS	Brownsburg, IN
Joyce Thompson	White River Valley HS	Switz City, IN
Shane Thread	Signature School	Evansville, IN
Scott Wallace	Bloomington New Tech HS	Bloomington, IN
Brenda Wampler	Now: Academy of Science and Entrepreneurship and The Project School	Indianapolis, IN
Julie Williams	Brownsburg East MS	Brownsburg, IN
Kevin Zupin	Winamac HS	Winamac, IN

**Acronyms:**

ES: Elementary School
JHS: Junior High School
IU: Indiana University
MS: Middle School
HS: High School
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